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There are different types of
robots for each purpose.

Different type of robots can
achieve different works or
tasks and different level of

necessity. Different types of
robots can be used for

education, entertainment,
or for actual use. There are

those robots which are
specifically designed for
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educational purposes. In
this chapter, we are going
to discuss the robots which

are designed for
educational purposes and

for education purposes
only. The robots being

discussed in this section are
meant for educational

purposes such as Robots as
educational assistants,
Robots to introduce and

practice concepts, etc. After
the above, the movie goes
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into narration mode and the
cinematography gets

interesting. Everything is
moving on top of each

other and appears to be
visually complex. Special

effects like reflective
surfaces, robots with their
arms raised, a monstrous

metal figure with an
opening that has a human
head, pre-recorded scenes,
and animated sequences
are thrown on the screen
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with great artistry. While
reviewing the film, all I can
think of is, "Wow, this looks
like a good movie". And it

does. It has a plot that
consists of 4-5 different

stories which are
interwoven into a single

narrative. There are many
characters which are

introduced in the movie
and it all unfolds very well.

Besides being a robot
movie, the movie has many
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facets which makes it worth
watching. The first part of

the movie is a police
drama. The background of
the movie revolves around

the idea of safety and
survival of humans. The

second part of the movie is
about self-revelation and
identity of the characters.

The third part has the
whole idea about class

divide and getting equal
share from technology. The
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last part is the most
intriguing one. It is a

science fiction thriller,
which centers around the
robot revolution and how

humanity will survive in the
future. 5ec8ef588b
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